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Introduction 

We know that many MEPs and EU Commission officials are aware that the current plans and                

measures taken on the EU level are not sufficient, to avert the even more severe global                

consequences and costs of the climate crisis coupled with ecological breakdown. We know             

that they are aware of the same scientific studies and that many share our same concerns. In                 

2020 with a global pandemic consuming much of our attention, the planetary crisis remains              

implacable without a radical and profound call and commitment to action (is all around us               

and will not disappear without action. The most important question is not how to address this                

emergency, but how to achieve it given the EU’s  political constraints.  

 

In most European countries there is a groundswell of public support for significant political              

action on the climate and ecological emergency(?) (are strong majorities in favour of more              

serious climate action and protection of biodiversity. However, polling also reveals that there             

are no clear majorities to support the measures commensurate to the climate and ecological              

emergency.(for some of the necessary measures. Even more concerning is the belief of             

younger generations that authoritarian regimes are better equipped to tackle the climate crisis.            
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There is a myriad of reasons why the EU, as well as the member states, have not yet                  

responded appropriately to the crises. Lobbyism, fear of the electorate, flawed economic            

paradigms, constraining incentive structures or regulatory capture. Furthermore, it must be           

acknowledged that there exist individuals and circles within the EU institutions that implicitly             

or explicitly express ) no interest in solving the climate and ecological crisis. On the other                

hand, there are many MEPs and EU officials who would love to get out of the gridlock and                  

take the appropriate measures to tackle the crises. To these people, we offer a solution and                

call for its implementation. A process which can solve many of the problems which have led                

to no or too little action on the climate and ecological crisis. This process is a European                 

Citizens’ Assembly on Climate and Ecological Justice.  

 

Democracy and Citizens Assemblies 

1 https://eupinions.eu/de/text/in-crisis-europeans-support-radical-positions 



Coming from the original meaning of the Greek word, democracy combines demos, the             

people, and kratos, rule or power. How this power is exercised by the people is not defined                 

per se. Throughout human history the way democracy has been translated into practice has              

evolved countless times, leading to multiple, huge variations on the (, practices of democracy.              

The European Union is one example of the way that modern national representative             

democracy has been transformed into something new, in the aftermath of World War ll in the                

collective will for conciliation and peace ( a consequence of after the human and              

(institutional?) failures of the second world war made it necessary). Evolving the way we live               

democracy is nothing to be afraid of, much more, it is something to embrace(?) for it is a                  

positive way that we humans have the power to decide ourselves how we want to live and                 

govern. 

Citizens Assemblies are one way of exercising fully participative (practically living)           

democracy. In democratic theory, they mostly fall under the framework of deliberative            

democracy, meaning that decisions are not legitimate merely because a majority voted for it,              

but due to the preliminary processes of structured learning and deliberation. This focus on              

deliberation is what differentiates it from the way most modern democracies function, namely             

the rule of the majority(some of which are proportional and others, calculated on a ‘first past                

the post’ system. True deliberation between the majority parties and the opposition happens             

seldom because the government parties have already decided how they want to govern- often,              

behind closed doors. By taking a small number of randomly selected citizens, from which is               

stratified (sorted) across several categories such as age, gender, economic status, education,            

place of living, ethnicity and possibly more, Citizens Assemblies can build a bridge between              

the concepts of deliberative democracy and representative democracy and enhance public           

engagement in democracy as a whole. Due to the randomized sortition process, these Citizens              

Assemblies are truly representative of the population. Over a set period of time, assembly              

members engage intensely with the topic on which they are deliberating, for example climate              

and ecological justice. A broad spectrum of experts and stakeholders are invited to present              

their views and the citizens regularly break out into small groups to discuss these themes,               

information and considerations . Towards the end of this process, different statements are             

formulated and voted upon, giving an overview of what recommendations the Citizens            



Assembly deliver to the government and parliament. How these recommendations are           

implemented differentiates from country to country.  

By demanding a Citizens Assembly on the climate and ecological crisis on a European level,               

we are by no means demanding something extreme, unrealistic, utopian or in any way,              

injudicious (least at all dangerous). Citizens Assemblies have been a reality in multiple             

countries around the world, from ancient Greece to recent modern history. Countries like             

Australia , Canada , Poland or Ireland are showing that this form of a democratic add-on              2 3 4 5

can be a positive reality. Especially in Ireland, it has managed to break the year-long               

deadlock on the partially controversial topics of same sex marriage and abortion, resulting in              

large majorties for changes and thus giving politicians popular cover to make the necessary              

changes. Under public pressure, last year both the UK and France have started Citizens              

Assemblies on the question of how to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to some extent,               

stop ecological destruction. While there is further room to improve these Citizens            

Assemblies, the next logical step is to create such a Citizens Assembly on the European level,                

honouring the special role the EU has played and in accordance with the pledges and               

statements made by EU politicians in their commitments to taking a leading role in              

international climate negotiations and the ‘Paris Agreement’.  

 

Let’s talk realpolitik - How an EU Citizens’ Assembly empowers people and the EU 

Climate action and environmental protection have always been part of the EU. Compared to              

other industrialised countries, the EU has, in part, been more ambitious in its plans to enact                

policies that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and halt biodiversity loss. However, these            

plans have been woefully inadequate in their scale and scope in the face of mounting               

scientific evidence spanning years that an urgent and prodigious response is imperative to             

mitigate ecological, societal and economic collapse.. Even the newly proposed Green Deal of             

the Commission has been insufficient in its conception and has already been watered down              

2 https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/case-studies/melbourne-peoples-panel 
3 https://participedia.net/case/1 
4 
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2017-11-22/solutions-how-the-poles-are-making-democracy-work-a
gain-in-gdansk/ 
5 https://www.citizensassembly.ie/en/ 

https://www.involve.org.uk/resources/case-studies/melbourne-peoples-panel
https://participedia.net/case/1
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2017-11-22/solutions-how-the-poles-are-making-democracy-work-again-in-gdansk/
https://www.resilience.org/stories/2017-11-22/solutions-how-the-poles-are-making-democracy-work-again-in-gdansk/
https://www.citizensassembly.ie/en/


by industry vested interests. And also some member states have been blocking more             

ambitious emission reduction targets.  6

This gridlock on the European level is endangering progress on the global level, as well.               

Every measure the EU is not taking is leverage lost in international climate and biodiversity               

negotiations with strategic partners and rivals alike. But regardless of the ultimate and             

irreversible economic and humanitarian damage of climate and ecological breakdown, the           

EU’s tepid action is harming the European project under way. The growing concern about the               

environmental crisis can be seen in the polls . A majority of Europeans want the EU to be                 7

climate neutral by 2030, but the EU is not delivering. What is even more concerning is the                 

belief of young Europeans that authoritarian states are better equipped to tackle the climate              

crisis. These sentiments, in combination with apathy for European decision-making processes           

and low voter turnout, feed into populist and nationalist narratives of populists that use every               

supposed failing of the EU to weaken and destroy its institutions.  

 

On the other hand, polling suggests that more far-reaching but necessary measures to tackle              

the climate and ecological crisis have a lower approval than the abstract idea of speedy               

climate neutrality. Just like with any other topic, the Brussels blame game begins as soon as                

sweeping measures are taken. It seems as if the EU can only lose, no matter what it does. The                   

crux of the matter is thus, how to increase the perceived legitimacy of the EU climate and                 

environmental policy and bolster it vis-à-vis those who want to undermine it.  

 

Achieving this goal requires a democratic relaunch and a boost in citizens’ engagement at the               

EU level in the form of a citizens’ assembly on climate and ecological justice. This will lead                 

to the expansion of a European public sphere and discourse about these policies that goes               

beyond the ‘going through the motions’ of citizens’ consultations and of cursory surveys.             

Therefore, XR Europe demands that 

 

The European Commission in cooperation with the European Parliament must task an            

independent organisation with convening an EU-wide Citizens’ Assembly to deliberate and           

6https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/mar/09/what-is-the-european-green-deal-and-will-it-really-cost-1tn 
 
7 https://eupinions.eu/de/text/in-crisis-europeans-support-radical-positions 
 

https://eupinions.eu/de/text/in-crisis-europeans-support-radical-positions


decide upon measures to ensure climate and ecological justice is in line with the Paris               

Agreement.((L'accord de Paris). The decisions made by the Citizens’ Assembly must guide            

the draft proposals by the European Commission and be respected and legislated by the              

European Parliament and the Council of the European Union. 

 

While the European Commission and the European Parliament initiate the Citizens’           

Assembly, the implementation of this process will be placed in the hands of independent              

organisations under the supervision of various civil society actors. The Commission and the             

Parliament then take part as members of the oversight panel of the Citizens’ Assembly. 

 

With the help of expert input and in a mode of facilitated deliberation, the participants work                

out solutions for a just and sustainable way out of the ecological crisis. Not only are                

professional experts (in the academic sense) invited to talk to the assembly, but also those               

most affected- the ‘stakeholders’, such as representatives from the (Majority World) Global            

South and those inordinately affected by the CEE due to socio-economic factors, in order to               

ensure the citizens’ assembly address the themes with social and economic justice at its core.               

Other stakeholders, such as relevant industries and investors, are invited to speak to the              

participants. 

  

The task of the citizens’ assembly will be to work out concrete policy aims and               

recommendations in a spirit of social and global justice that are in line with the Paris                

Agreement commitment of limiting global warming to 1,5°C and in the direct consequences             

of geodiversity and biodiversity loss including the capacity of natural carbon sinks, based on              

the latest scientific evidence. 

 

The experience with previous Citizens’ Assemblies shows thatthere is far greater buy-in of             

the wider population for far-reaching measures on climate and ecological justice than            

politicians tend to think. This is due to the incentive structure that is free from the concerns of                  

power politics, election campaigns and polling data.  

 

The Council and the Commission must publicly respond to every single recommendation of             

the Assembly. Decisions approved by at least 75% of participants will be included in a               



Commission proposal made up of different directives and regulations. The proposal will be             

adopted in the ordinary legislative procedure and will be submitted to the European             

Parliament. 

 In January 2020, the EU Commission announced that bodies selected by lot from             

ordinary citizens would be part of the Conference on the Future of Europe. However, their               

concrete role in the political process and their influence are still unclear. The European              

Commission can now prove that it is serious about its commitment to deliberative and              

participatory processes by convening a Citizens’ Assembly as we have outlined. 

 

 

Appeal - Now is the time to make the right decisions 

The climate justice movement, of which we are only the youngest sibling, has grown              

massively in the last few years. Science is telling us that we only have a few years to act if we                     

want to mitigate any chance of climate and ecological catastrophe. In many parts of the               

global south the climatic developments are already destroying peoples’ lives every day.            

Europe has an historic debt and responsibility to shoulder as well as the possibility of               

spearheading the transformation of societies all over the world: exactly to the deep extent of               

adaptation needed to halt any further destruction of the planet. Nobody wants to leave such a                

legacy to our children and generations to come, to end up looking back in 30 years timewhen                 

wars are being fought over resources and hospitable land because we were simply too scared               

and caught up in day to day power politics to make the necessary changes when we still had                  

the chance to do so.  

 

Citizens Assemblies will not fix all problems by itself but they can play a fundamental part in                 

starting such a transformation (process from which the whole world can benefit. Change is              

coming, if we want it or not. Let us make the decision to consciously acknowledge that this                 

challenge is the most fundamentally critical one that has ever visited upon our humanity.              

(might be the biggest one humanity has faced so far). Let us decide not to be intimidated by                  

the problems we may encounter on the way. Let us believe in the wisdom humans have                

gathered over centuries and, indeed, millennia. Let us not forget that we humans are part of a                 

larger ecosystem on which we depend for our very existence. Let us together envision the               

future that we want to shape. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/communication-conference-future-of-europe-january-2020_en.pdf


 

Out of deep love for all life on this planet, we urge the EU Commission and the European                  

Parliament to convene an EU Citizens Assembly on the question of how to solve the climate                

and ecological crisis. Out of deep love for all life on this planet, we reserve the right to rebel                   

against any such structures that resist our call to tell the truth and act now through this form                  

of deliberative democracy in order to protect life on Earth by these such just and judicious                

means. ( as are at their disposa(even though they have the power, do not react in a reasonable                  

manner to this crisis).  

 

Love & Rage, 

 

Extinction Rebellion Europe 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


